
 

HI STUDENTS…! 
 

WELLCOME TO YOUR CLASS OF 
READING &  COMPREHENSION SKILLS… 

Sarah F. Duboony….. 



TYPES OF SENTENCES IN ENGLISH 

There are three types of sentences in English… 

 

-Simple Sentences. 

-Compound Sentences. 

-Complex Sentences. 

 



1-SIMPLE SENTENCES..  

   The simple sentence is also known as 

(Independent clause).. 

-It has the (subject-verb combination) 

-It contains only one idea and a complete thought. 

-It can stand by it self as a complete linguistic 

unit.  



EXAMPLES FOR SIMPLE SENTENCES: 

 

-I like apples. 

-She went home. 

-They received the mail yesterday. 

-Ali and his brother bought a new house.  



EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE SENTENCES 

Notice that the words with green color (I, She, 

they, Ali and his brother) are the subjects of the 

simple sentences. 

The words with red color (like, went, received, 

bought) , on the other hand, are the verbs of the 

same simple sentences. 

have one at least So, a simple sentence should 

subject and one verb…. 



COMPOUND SENTENCES 

 

A Compound Sentence is the result of joining 

Two Simple Sentences or Independent clauses 

using a Coordinate Conjunction (and, but, yet, so, 

or..etc.). 

-The coordinating conjunction is always preceded 

by a comma. 



EXAMPLES OF COMPOUND SENTENCES: 

.he does not like apples but, I like apples- 

 

they got the front seats. and, They got there early- 

I went to sleep early. soEvery one was busy,  

 



EXAMPLES OF COMPOUND SENTENCES: 

 The underlined clauses in the examples above 

are all Independent clauses which can stand alone 

as simple sentences. They are all joined by 

coordinating conjunctions (but, and, so). The 

result is, compound sentences…  



COMPLEX SENTENCES: 

    The complex sentence is the result of joining 

one Independent clause with one or more 

Dependent clauses using a Subordinating 

conjunction (because, as soon as, than, 

while…etc).  



EXAMPLES OF COMPLEX SENTENCES 

.it was too cold because, I didn`t drink my coffee- 

 

.you gowhenever , You can always find beauty- 

 

being apart for after  ,He still have feelings for her-

.years 

they were so though  ,They were still unhappy-

wealthy. 



EXAMPLES OF COMPLEX SENTENCES 

in the complex first underlined clauses The 

sentences above are all Independent clauses 

which can stand by themselves as full sentences.. 

 Dependentare all second underlined clauses The 

clauses which cannot stand by themselves as full 

sentences.. 

Those two parts are joined by subordinating 

conjunctions (because, whenever, after, though).   



I hope thIs would help you… 
 

Thanx for your time 

 

See you back in the class.. 

 

Sarah F. Duboony 


